Helpful Hints for Technical Writing
DrasticRevisionMayBe Needed
The main purpose of the first draft of a manuscriptis to expand the outline into
sentences and paragraphs.First drafts are often called "roughdrafts."They are rough
/
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writinggood
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stage. Subsequentrevision will make the sentencesreadable.
Lackof concernfor good sentencestructureis appropriatein the firstdraft.However,
authorsshould be awareof a problemthatthis approachcan cause. When revising a sentence,we tend to retain
its basic structure.If the originalsentencewas awkward,the revisedversionmay be improved,but still awkward.
It may have to be completely restructured.
Following are examples of poor sentencesthatcan be improvedby revising within the originalstructure,but
are much betterwhen drasticallyrestructured.
-

Original: The first step consisted of looking for methodsby which the losses thatoccurredin yield of the crop
might be eliminated.(22 words)
Improved without changing basic structure: The first step consistedof looking for methodsof eliminatingthe
losses in yield of the crop. (17 words)
Greatly improved by restructuring: Seeking methods of eliminatinglosses in crop yield was the first step.
(12 words)
Original: It should be expected that,in repetitionsof the same treatmentsin a series of experiments,variations
in resultsfrom one experimentto the next would occur.(27 words)
Improved without changing basic structure: It should be expected that,when repeatingthe same treatments
in a series of experiments,resultswould vary from one experimentto the next. (24 words)
Further improved by partial restructuring: Results among experimentscan be expected to vary when the
same treatmentsare repeatedin a series of experiments.(19 words)
Greatly improved by drastic restructuring: Results may vary when treatmentsare repeatedin a series of
experiments.(12 words)
Any hard-to-readsentence that is long and complex should be examinedfor the possibility of improvement
by drasticrevision. This approachis appropriate,whetherrevising one's own rough draft,or when reviewing
anotherpersons'smanuscript.
Remember:
A sentence,when first it is written,
may be cumbersome,awkward,and long.
Such a sentence, with drasticrevision,
can become clear,concise, and strong.
J. H. Dawson,
Scientist,Prosser,WA99350
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